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An Analysis of 
Egg Handling Costs 
And Efficiency 
by 
Kermit Bird 
Department of Agricultural Economics* 

Egg handling costs are of concern to consumers who eventually pa) 
them; they help set the price to producers; and to egg handlers they can 
spell the difference between profit and Joss. To the individual egg hand
ler efficiency means reducing physical inputs and thereby lowering costs. 
By lowering co~ts an egg handler may maintain or increase his share of 
the market, and remain competitive. He is in a position to pay better 
prices to producers and sell at lower prices to retailers. The research re
ported in this bulletin should give egg handlers ideas on how to lower 
their in-plant costs. 

This report presents results of a study of costs and efficiency in the 
operation of plants candling and packing shell eggs. This study is based 
upon obseryations obtained from existing plants, and is directed toward 
improvements of efficiency within existing plants. It does not attempt 
to establish maximum efficiency conditions which would he obtained 
with newly constructed plants utilizing only latest equipment. In direct 
contrast, reports by the Agricultural l\1 arketing Service, now in press. 
will present estimates of efficiencies based upon engineering designs utili-
7ing the most recent equipment. 

Most Oklahoma eggs are candled and packed in one dozen cartons. 
The cartons are packed in cases, stored until needed, and then delivered 
to retail stores or other outlets. Cartons are expensive, candling and 
packing labor requirements are high, and overhead contributes to the 
relatively high cost of handling eggs. This study shows analysis of these 
costs and presents ways of reducing them. lncluded are the effects of 
yearly hours of operation, quality of eggs handled, wage rates, multiple 
shifts, and plant capacity. Labor standards for camlling and case hand
ling are detailed. 

Table l shows that most Oklahoma firms handling eggs are small
<Jl percent of them handle less than 10,000 cases of eggs annually. The 21 
firms handling l 0,000 or more cases per year are the firms considered ol 

*In cooperalion with i\farketing Fconomi<<> Rescanh Di\i-.;ion, l:. S. Department of Agricultun•. 
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Table I.-Oklahoma Firms Actively Engaged in Handling (Candling, 
Grading, Packaging) Eggs 

C;tSL''i llandlcd Firms Eggs 

Per Year :\o. Percent Cases Percent 
----· 

0 to 9,999 205 91 277,100 29 
10.000 to 19.999 8 3 99,964 II 
20 .. 000 to 39,999 7 3 194,900 21 
40,000 to 79,999 4 2 206.596 22 
80.000 to 99,999 2 I 165,151 17 

------

Total 226 100 94:1.711 100 

Sflllr< c: \1 arketing· Economics Resc:trc h DiYision of A~IS, USDA, ! ~ l!) ~I. 

commercial size. They handle 71 percent of the state's output of eggs. 
This publication, although written for managers of commercial firms, 
may be of intere.st to operators of smaller firms who wish to change from 
small family-operated to hired-labor type enterpri~es. 

Previous studies of egg handling have analyzed costs 1 and investi
gated materials handling systems.~ Other studies have compared alterna
tive methods of candling and handling eggs.'1 None of these specifically 
identify volume as an important factor influencing egg handling costs. 
Several studies have been made describing poultry processing scale re
lations,4 but so far as can be determined few have been made on egg 
handling scale relations." 

This study emphasiiC'> volume a'i an important determinant of egg 
handling costs. Economies ol scale studies are particularly useful at times 
when an iudustry is in a state of change. This describes the United States 
egg industry at present. 

1L•ndlin,g acd c~lrtrming Egf!;,<., It Countn Plants. Robert ConlogtH'. ~Lirkcting Rcscdrch Report 
:\o. 'l(iti. Marketing R-:';.,carch Di' \;\IS, USDA, \\.;tshington, n.C., December. 1~):)9. 

Co-;t of l\Iarkcting Fggs and I Output of "-;clc('tcd Coopcrati\l'S, Part I Northc:t:-t, Part II 
:'\mthtc; tr:ll. :md Parl ill \Vcstcrn Stales. (;encrcll Report~ :l9, 72 and 7:), Harry E. Raflcliffc. 
Fanner CoopcratiYe Service, USD:\, \\o'ashii:gton, D.C., 1\Iay !~);~,~). I\1ay 19()0 and July 1!=160. 

Costs of Candling and Cartoning Eggs. C. E. Trotter a11d C. A. Bcrkcr, Paper No. IBI:2 
Tournai Series, Department of Agrkultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Pennsylvania StJtc 
ITniversitY, LniH'l''iitv Station, Pcnnsylv;mia, August. 191"13. 

:!Candling, Si1ing. Packing, and :\fatcrials-Handling- Equipment and Method:-; L~cd in Egg 
As~cmbly Plants. 1\orman PaulinH and Frank P. Del!c Donne. ~1arkct:ng Rcscarrll Report 47, 
.'\\IS, llSDA, lVashing-ton, D.C., June I!V1!L 

:'Electronic Bloolbpot Detenim. in Commercial Egg Grading. John llamann. E\·ans \Vintcr, 
Robert Stoyanoff and 0. C. Hester. ·Marketing Research Report :2~~9, Marketing Rrscarch Division, 
AMS. USDA, Washington, D.C .. June, I!FJR. 

4factors Affecting the Output, Size, Costs and Location of Poultry Plants in Southern 1\'e\\' 
England, R. 0. P. Farrish and S. K. Seaver, Bul. 342, Storrs Agricultural Experiment St<Jtio11, 
Storr..,, Connecticut. Scntcmbcr ID:l~t. 

Economies of Sctic in Chickt·n ProcC'.;sing, (;corgc Rogers and Edwin Bardv·:cll. Bul. 4;~J9, 
.\Jarkcting ).iew EngL.lltd Poultr~--Fconomies of Scale in Chicken Processing, University of )Jew 
Hampshire, Durham, l\ew Hampshire, April, 1959. 

f>JmproYed Designs for Egg Grading and Packing Plants, John Hamann and Thomas Todd of 
the Transportation and Facilities Research Division, Agricultural Marketing Service will soon he 
printed. This publication u:ws :he enmomics of scale principle as one of the major influences 
affecting recommendations. 
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Objectives of the Study 
The general purpose of this study was to provide information so 

owners and managen of egg handling plants can reduce costs of candling 
and packing eggs. Specific objectives included (I) a determination of 
the effects on short-run costs of wage rates, multiple shifts, quality of 
eggs, candling method used, and yearly hours of operation, and (2) 
effect on long-run costs of plant size. 

Costs Involved 
Costs analyzed and discussed in this report are only those incurred 

within an egg handling plant. Labor and truck costs in pwcuring aml 
delivering eggs arc not included. Neither egg breakage nor inspection 
costs are included. Included as costs are supplies such as cartons, cases, 
and flats and fillers. Equipment costs are given for both egg handling 
and refrigeration equipment. Building and land costs are reported to
gether. vVorkcr cosh are in two categories: labor and salaried employees. 
The former group, labor, is considered a variable cost and comprises 
the workers handling eggs or cases. The latter group, salaried employees, 
is fixed and includes office workers and the foreman. Other costs arc 
utilities, office expense, and miscellaneous. 

Cost figures used were originally gathered from actual plants in 
every day operation. These figures were adjusted. Then they were fitted 
in models. As such they arc synthetic figures, meaning that they don't 
apply to any particular plants. The cost functions used for comparisons 
and illustrations are minimum ones for the particular use to which they 
are applied. Minimum, as used here, does not mean they are least cost. 
Rather it means they are low, but attainable by most firms now in opera
tion. 

Source of Data 
Cost estimations and labor and equipment standards carne from an 

economic-engineering study in five fairly efficient Oklahoma egg hand
ling plants. In the summer of I 959 a work-sampling study was conducted. 
Man hours of labor and wait time were determined for all operations. 
Delays were noted and sources of delay were accounted for. In each 
plant studied two analysts spent two full clays collecting work and delay 
tallies. Standards for individual machines or items of equipment were 
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obtained with stop-watch measurement in these same plants and in other 
plants. \Vith information thus obtained labor and equipment standards 
were calculated. These standards were later checked and verified in a 
larger group of plants. 

Other data on building requirements, land needs, refrigeration space 
needs, and equipment use came from a second group of plants. These 
plants were located in Kansas, Minnesota, Indiana, Ohio, and Virginia. 
Costs of cartons and rental rates on carton-setup machines, carton-closers, 
and turntables were obtained from carton companies. Case manufacturers 
supplied data on case aml filler costs. They also estimated the expected 
life of these supplies. Various equipment companies supplied data on 
equipment prices, depreciation, and repair costs. 

Refrigeration room cost estimates were supplied by a national re
frigeration manufacturer. Refrigeration equipment ownership and opera
tional cost estimates were made by an Oklahoma firm. 

Fork truck costs ancl capacities were estimated by a national firm 
Building and land costs for the models were estimated by local contrac
tors and real estate agents. 

Instructions to engineers, contractors, and other persons providing 
estimates specified that least cost machines or items be used in calculating 
costs. 

Definitions 

A Plant is one egg handling facility. It consists of the land, building, 
equipment, salaried workers, laborers, and supplies necessary to perform 
the functions of grading, candling, and storing of shell eggs. 

An Input is a factor of production as an hour of labor, use of a 
machine or building for a period of time. 

An Output is a measure of achievement of a plant. In egg handling 
plants, output is measured in terms of cases of eggs for a given length 
of time. It is a measure of product Elow. 

Volume is the same as output; it is the achieved flow of cases of 
candled and packaged eggs. 

Capacity is the potential volume of a plant, where scale is specified. 
It is the most economical operation using a one-crew setup. 

Efficiency denotes the relation of physical inputs to physical out-
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put~. In a given plant if inputs decrease while output stays the same, a 
degree of efficiency has been achieved. 

Production Standard is a unit of time applied to a given job. A 
~;Landard is not the average time needed to do the job, nor is it the least 
time. Rather it is an attainable time, using good methods and efficient 
labor. :Many times these stauclarcls arc called input coefficier.ts or labor 
rcq uiremen ts. 

Scale is size of magnitude of a fixed plant. It is measured in 
capacity per unit of time. A plant with a capacity of 12 cases per hour 
is twice as big as a plant with a capacity of six cases per hour. Here scale 
has t1oubled. A plant adding a second shift has not changed its scale, 
even though output per day, per week, and per year have doubled. Here 
scale is the same since the fixed plant is the same. 

Short-run Cost Curves are those of particular plants of a given siZe 
or scale. Fixed factors are not free to vary. These curves show that as a 
plant increases its volume it is able to spread its fixed costs over more 
units and average costs decline. During this stage fixed units of produc
tion are getting into better balance relative to the variable units. But 
as volume increases, more and more variable units are combined with 
the fixed units and eventually the plant gets out of balance the other 
wav and average costs increase. 

A Long-run Cost Curve shows the level of costs, with fixed factors 
free to vary. This curve is tangent to the short-run curves mentioned 
above and may be thought of as the cost cune for a number of plant:, 
of different scales at any one time. This curve is useful for planning; it 
,bows the cost advantages or tli~a<h;m tages for prospective pbn ts of 
various sizes. 

Economy of Scale Curve is the same as the long-run curve described 
above. lt shows the level of cmts that may be expected from operations 
of various size plants when these plants are organized and operated as 
elliciently as possible under given conditions. 

Assurn ptions 
Costs used in this study are fitted into models. These models arc 

described in a later section, but the simplifications and specifications 
used m constructing the models are given here. 

I. GEOGR1\PHICAL LOCATIO~. Models designed for study are 
similar to plants now operating in Oklahoma. These plants are 
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close to procurement areas and also are close to distribution 
areas. In egg surplus areas eggs are packed in flats rather than 
in cartons. However, in the models identified here, eggs are 
packed in retail canons. 

2. QUALITY OF E(;Gs. The egg quality standard used is 75 per
cent Grade A or better. For comparison purposes eggs 90-95 per
cent Grade A or better are used. No estimates are made of costs 
except for eggs of these two qualities. The fiye firms, studied in 
detail, had eggs 90 percent A's or better, WJ percent, HH percent, 
75 percent, and 70 percent. 

3. LENGTH OF SEASON. In this study egg handling is considered 
a full year job, i.e., eggs are packed every week of the year. For 
purposes of analysis this year is defined as 260 working days, 
2080 hours. Unless otherwise specified the work week is 40 hours. 

I. '""'AGE RATES. All employees, except salaried ones, get $1.25 
per hour. For comparison purposes a $1.50 wage rate is used. 
This $1.25 rate i:; slightly higher than most Oklahoma plants 
arc paying at present (1959-60) , but it is anticipated that wage 
rates will increase to this rate during the next year or so. Both 
men and women, candlers and case handlers, receive the same 
wages. 

5. STORAGE. Cold :,torage requirements depend upon the opera
tion. In the models designed for study assumptions made con
cerning refrigeration room space needs were: 
a. All eggs stored in 30 dozen cases. 
b. All cases filled with eggs are stored on pallets. 
c. Refrigerator rooms large enough to store slightly more than 

a week's supply of eggs. 

6. CARTONS. All eggs. except inferior gr:tdes, are packed in one 
dozen cartons. Cartons used are of one-color chipboard. :Mention 
is made oi the labor saving possibilities o( using moulded cartons, 
but these are not used in the models. Inferior eggs are packed in 
cases ami shipped to egg breakers. 

7. CASES. These arc assumed to be made up during working hours 
by case handlers. This function is closely integrated with getting 
cases out of storage. 

8. 1\IAl\'.\GEMENT. Each model plant is assumed to be indepen
dently owned, and not controlled by a firm other than itself. The 
manager proYided for each plant has full responsibility and 
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makes all management decisions. The firm has no t1e-m with 
sales agency, nor does it have a tie-in with a production agency. 
Thus the jobs of procuring and selling eggs are charged to the 
eggs handled, and not to some other enterprise. 

9. FIXED COSTS. The costs of management, depreciation, interest, 
maintenance, property insurance, property taxes and some re
pairs arc assumed to stay the same, independent of volume 
change, within the period of a year. 

10. VARIABLE COSTS. Costs of labor, supplies, utilities, and some 
repairs are assumed to be directly related to volume changes. 

ll. ONLY EGGS ARE HANDLED in these plants. In actual plants, 
where other commodities are handled, the effect is to lower 
overhead costs. 

Models 
Measuring anll comparing costs may be approached in a number 

of ways. The mmt efficient method depends upon the objectives of the 
study. In this study models are used. Basic data are derived using the 
economic-engineering approach outlined in detail in the July, 1956 
issue of Hilgardia.n 

Scale relations, costs, and efficiency may be determined in wap 
other than through usc of models. Data could be obtained from a sample 
of plants of different capacities and variations in handling methods. 
These data could be analyted to determine effects of particular changes 
on average costs. A statistical procedure such as this would involve a 
fairly large sample of plants, and these plants would have to vary in 
capacity and in other desired characteristics. Such a procedure also as
sumes that the needed plants for study exist and the necessary knowledge 
is present to choose appropriate plants. It also means that capacity in 
egg handling plants has to be defined before the sample of plants is 
chosen. Defining capacity is not so easy as it might first appear. Ques· 
tions arise as to whether it should be in terms of volume per hour, per 
day, per week, per month, or per year. Here it is defined in terms ol 
output per hour. Another problem is what actual volume levels should 
be chosen for studY. 

Also in choosing an adequate sample of plants it is necessary to 

•French, B. C., L. L. Sammet. and R. G. Bressler. Economic Efficiency in Plant Operations 
with Special Reference to the Marketing o£ California Pears, Volume 24, Number 19, Hilgardia. 
University of California, Berkeley, California. 
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have clearly in mimi the factors to hold constant if sample size is delinea
ted before the specified data are collected. To overcome such difficulties 
the synthetic or budgetaq' approach is used here to determine scale and 
efficiency relations. This approach, using models, gives control over 
variables affecting efficiency. Construction of models not only provides 
a basis for determining cause and effect relations, it also provides some 
insights into underlying physical input-output relations which, with 
prices, determine average cost curves and other relevant cost functions. 

Basic labor data wt:re obtained using work-sampling techniques. 
Sometimes called ratio-delay, this method provides estimates of propor
tions of time spent by various workers on various jobs. \Vhen related to 

total-manhours and outputs, it yields estimates of time requirements for 
detailed elements of each job. These time requirements were used to 
estimate physical input-output and cost relations for the labor called 
work standards. \Vork standards are expected outputs per worker hour. 
Combined with standards of machines, these become building blocks for 
model plants. 

The model plants designed for this study, and used in the descrip
tion and analysis of costs, are a result of deliberately synthesizing costs. 
This is a common engineering technique used by architects in designing 
actual buildings. First the building is designed on paper. In the case 
in point, labor requirements were added to equipment and building 
estimates. The first step in designing the~e models was to determine 
actual costs at various sized plants. Then a decision had to be made 
concerning what sized plants to design as prototypes. Here it was felt 
desirable to have plants of the following sizes: 6, 12, 24, 36, 4H, and 96 
cases per hour capacity. Then lor each capacity operation, building, 
land, equipment, labor, an<l salaried workers were combined to make 
a complete synthetic model. 

Plant capacities used in the models arc ~imilar to commercial plants 
currently in operation in Oklahoma, except that model F is about double 
the size of the largest Oklahoma plant. ·with the change in size of plants 
now evolving at the national level, it is expected that Oklahoma plants 
will experience some growth. 

Details in the construction of one model may serve as an expla
nation of the general methods used in constructing all of them. Model A 
has two candlers and one case handler. Two candlers were used because 
the standard for candling at this size plant is three cases per candler per 
hour. Standards had been derived using the work-sampling techniques 
described above. Even though less than one case handler was needed, it 
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is difficult to hire less than a full-time man, so one man is assigned to 

this job. He also doubles as carton packer, case labcler, case maker, and 
assists with clean-up work. The salaried work force consists of one man, 
the manager. 

A plant of this size needs a building of 2000 square feet. This 
building is placed on a lot of appropriate size. Building costs were esti
mated on a per square foot basis. Here again the reader should keep in 
mind this is all done on paper; no buildings were actually built. 

\Vithin the building.-; was installed adequate refrigeration room and 
equipment. In addition, equipment needs for handling the volume of 
egg~ were estimated. Finally other cost components such as utilities, office 
expense, advertising, and supplies were estimated and introduced into 
the model. Prices were applied to the physical input facto~·s. For example 
labor was charged at $1.25 per hour, the manager was assigned a salary 
of $5,200 per year, building costs ·were 36.00 per square foot, and each 
of the other items was given a dollar cost value. 

Models, when accurately constructetl, become useful tools in deter
mining the effects of different ways of operating a plant. By dividing 
the costs into two categories, fixed and variable, it is easy to calculate 
the effect of working- the plant at various levels of capacity, at varying 
number of hours per year, with several egg qualities, and with several 
shifts per day. 

The models used m this study, althoug-h varying in capacity, are all 
essentially the same. Eggs are candled by hand. Cases are moved around 
the plant on pallets, by fork trucks. 

Following is a description of the facilities in the model plants. First 
i:- given the items they have in common, and then differences are pointed 
out. Equipment includes a carton-former, a carton-closer, and a turn
table. Other items are a candling light, a bench and scales for each cand
ler. Pallets and a fork truck are provided for each plant. Each candler 
station has a roller cross-conveyor; the group of candlers has a belt con
veyor to provide cmpt y cartons and take away filled cartons. 

The building common to all models is one story. Lots for all buihl
ing-s are HO feet deep. 'Vidth <lepends on size of building. 

Model A has a capacity of six cases of eggs per hour. The manager 
is a "jack-of-all-trades," serving as clerk, janitor, buyer-seller, and fore
man. He is assigned $5,200 per year. The labor force includes two can<l
lcrs and one case handler. 
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The building has an initial cost of $12,000. The lot cost .1H,OOO. In
stalled within the building, the refrigeration room contains 2,085 cubit 
feet. 

Because of the low annual volume of 12,500 cases, this plant cannot 
take advantage of lowest prices on cartons. One-color chipboard cartons 
cost S. 7 53 per case of egg'. Case and filler-nat costs add another S.03 per 
case. :V£iscellaneous costs are .$300 per year. Tota 1 costs per case, with 
75 percent Grade .\ eggs, are S2.14 .. \11 these costs ;1re detailed in the 
section entitled "Description of Costs." 

Model B plant has a capacity of 12 cases per hour. \Vith an annual 
volume of 25,000 cases, it is double the size of model A. The work force 
consists of four candlers ami one Cl'>e handler. Salaried employees in
clude a manager at $6,000 per year and his assistant at $2,860 per year. 
The building contains 3,700 square feet and the lot is 124 feet wide. 

This model has only slightly higher total fixed costs than model A, 
but since it has double the volume, fixed costs per unit arc considerably 
less. Total costs per case are $1.88, twenty-six cents per case less than 
model A. (A breakdown of costs for model B are illustrated in Table 
IV.) 

Model C is double model B in size, having a capacity of 24 cases per 
hour. Equipment is similar except the fork truck has a hydraulic lift. 
The refrigeration rooms have an eight foot ceiling instead of the seven 
foot ceiling in the two smaller models. Refrigeration equipment, air 

cooled in smaller models, is water cooled in this and larger model plants. 

Three full-time salaried employees cost the plant $15,000 per year. 
The nine workers include six candlers, one case handler, ~me case packer, 
and one other worker. This crew is for 75 percent Gracie A eggs. For 
90-95 percent, three fewer employees are needed. (The reason for the 
greater candling speed with higher quality eggs is not quality per se. 
Rather it is uniformity. \1\Tith uniform eggs a candler OI._I.ly has to look 
for eggs that are "different". The remainder of the eggs get only a 
cursory examination.) Costs per case arc ~1.71. 

Model D, 50 percent larger than model C, has a capacity of 36 cases 
per hour. A major change in this plant, designed to handle 75,000 cases 
annually, is that it has two refrigeration rooms. One room holds 580 
cases of eggs and the other holds 920 cases. 

The only change in egg handling equipment, other than a propor
tionate increase, is that the case handler is provided with an electnc fork 
truck. 
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Twelve workers handle the eggs. The manager of this plant is 
assisted by a full-time buyer-seller, a full-time foreman, a secretary-clerk, 
and a part-time accountant. Cost-; per case are .$1.63. 

Model E is equipped to handle 48 cases of eggs per hour. Fifteen egg 
handlers and five salaried employees compose the work force. Ceilings in 
the refrigeration rooms are 13 feet high. Pallets are stacked two high. 

Two carton-setup machines feed cartons to the candlers and two 
canon-closers supply the turntable. Annual charges for these five rental 
items arc .ji870. Average costs per case are $1.59. 

Model F is the largest plant designed in this study. It handles 96 
ca-,es per hour, 200,000 cases annually. Twenty-eight egg handlers and 
nine salaried employees compose the work force. The salaried personnel 
includes manager, buyer-seller, assistant buyer-seller, foreman, assistant 
foreman, full-time accountant, clerk, assistant clerk, and cleanup man. 
Annually $51 ,000 is spent on these sabried workers. 

Two fork trucks are employed--one rider high-piler and a non-electri< 
"walkie". 

A comparison of the number of workers and the magnitudes of in
vestment for the model plants is summarized in Table II. This shows 
investment for the small plant to be $21,000, and $163,000 for the largest 
model. Number of workers vary from four in the small plant to 37 in 
the largest plant. 

The above gives a picture of the six model plants. They have little 
equipment, relative to many plants currently in operation, but are effi
cient. Other models, more mechani1ecl, could be designed to illustrate 
the ideas portrayed here, but it is felt these simple model plants have 
ach·antages for illustrative purposes. The six model plants are least cost 

Table H.--Comparison of Number of Workers and Investments m 
Various Items, Six Model Plants 

Number Land and E~g Handling 
of Sabried Building Refrigeration Equipment 

\f ode! \Vnrkcrs Employees lt1\'cstmcnt lnYestment !nvcstrncnt"" ~ 
----- ---- ·----- - ------

A 
,, 
,) $16,000 $ 2,750 $ 2,469 

B 5 2 25,38~ 4,445 3.436 
c 9 2 II I 1 ~ 43,848 6,295 4,839 
D 12 4 1/5 60,500 9,616 8.186 
E 15 5 l/5 76,718 10,599* 11;600 
F 28 8 21:) 129,200 16,400 17,006 

"'Investment in refrigeration is low in thi'5 plant relatiYe to the smaller plants mainly bccaust' 
a higher ceiling is unplnyed. 

* i' Egg handling equipment invcstnwnt includes one year's rent on leased items. 
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for the given quality of eggs and the given wage rate. If eggs were of bet
ter quality, if wages were higher, or if labor were less efficient-these 
models would not be least cost opera Lions. 

In comparing Oklahoma's egg handling plants with these synthetic 
models, eight are about the size of model A. Seven arc the size of model 
B. Two are the size of model C. Two are comp<1rable to model D, and 
two others are slightly smaller but similar in si1.e to model E. None arc 
so large as :\Iodel F. The remainder of the egg handiing plants in Okla
homa are smaller than model A. 

Work, Standards 
Labor standards haYe been calculated in this study for each job in 

egg handling. Standards have also been derived for items of equipment 
usee!. Data used to compute these standards were gathered from actu<1l 
plant-, in oper<1tion, ho•n equipment companies· engineering files, and 
from other publications7 in the field of egg handling. 

For candling labor. five cases per candler per hour was used as a 
standard for labor requirement in constructing the models. However, this 
applies only to plants where the candlers can spend full-time candling. 
This is true in the two largest models, E and F. In the smaller models, 
candlers <1re forced to stock their own empty cartons, count manually 
rather than automatically, assist in making cartons, and help in packing. 
This is desirable and necessary because of lack o[ speciali;ation, but clocs 
cut clown on rale per candler huur. Thus standards or input coeHicients 
for candling are fi\·e cases per hour in models E and F, 1.5 cases per 

Table IlL-Candler Labor Standards* Used m Ccmstructing Models; 
Two Egg Qualities 

Grade A or Better 

SiLe P!ant 75 Percent 90-95 Percent 

(cases per c:nd ler per h n1 r) 

:\iodc! A ( 6 cacc·s/hr) 

Model B ( 12 cases/hr 

i'vfodd C (2+ c;:JS<'s/hri 

:\iodd D ( 36 ca::cs/hr i 

:Mudd E (18 cascs/hr' 

:\iodci f !, 96 CaseS; hr) 

3.0 

3.0 

1.0 

+.5 

5.0 

5.0 

~'I.ahor standards used here mean coefficients of inputs or labor requirements. 

3.0 

4.0 

:;o 
t!.O 

6.8 

6.8 
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hour m model D, four in model C, and three in the two small plants. 
These labor standards are for eggs that are 75 percent Grade A or better. 
Table 111 illustrates labor requirements for candling eggs that are 75 
percent and 90 to 95 percent Grade .\ or better. Results from this and 
other studies show candlers work faster and are more productive with 
higher quality eggss (Table XVI shows bbor standards for all egg 
handling jobs) . 

Description of Costs 
Costs of handling eggs depend upon many factors: efficiency, accura

cy, and speed of labor; amount and type of machinery; quality and uni
formity of eggs: wage rates: geographical location of plant: combination 
of input factors; and capacity of plant. Table IV illustrates cost of egg 
handling in model B plant. Total costs are $47,096 exclusive of egg 
breakage and inspection fees. On a per case basis these costs are S1.88. 
Primary among costs are cartons, labor, salaries, and building expenses. 
Little can be done to reduce carton expenses, other than ordering in 
larger quantities, so they are discussed only briefly in this report. Labor 
and salaries arc large. They comprise 29 and 20 percent respectively. 
of total egg handling expenses. Because of cost cutting opportunities. 
considerable space is devoted to these two i terns. 

Few costs are fixed, if the time period involved is long enough. In 
this study a cost is considered fixed if it does not change with changes 
in volume, within the period of one year. It is apparent that propert; 
taxes and interest on investment are fixed. Depreciation, maintenance, 
and repairs are not so easily categorized. Maintenance is arbitrarily de
fined as being indepenclcn t of volume and is fixed. Repairs arc classified 
as fixed or Yariable, depending on the item in question. Depreciation is 
considered as fixed even though "wear" depreciation is associated with 
the extent of usc. 

Table V draws together the rates used in determining ownership 
costs. These rates arc applied to initial costs and are used in determining 
yearly fixed charges. 

7The publication cited in footnote 3 shmvs l:Jhor standards derived for q~g h~HHlling in ~~ 
~:alifornia plant. Sec pages 58 tn 65 of that rcpot t. 

"To be more au:uratc, it i" not 1hc high qu:lli:y of eggs S(l mu< h as the uniformity of egg" 
that Jowers candling costs. It would b:..~ just as simple to mass-candle eggs that were 95 percent 
undergrade as it is to mass-candle eggs that arc 95 percent Grade A. In either case the few eggs 
that arc different would immediately slurw up under light"i. Realistically, howcn·r, uniformity is not 
present in any eggs except the high qua!ity ones. 
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Table IV.~Costs of Grading and Handling Eggs Within Model B Plant 

(Synthetic Data)* 

Items of F' pcnsc 

Carton (chipboard), delivered, one-color 

Filler flats, del in· reel. assuming 50 rdurn trips 

Cases. clc·livercd, collapsible, 200-lb. strength. 
assuming 16 Y2 trips 

Building and land 

Rdrignation rooms 

Refrigeration equipment, adequate for the 
rooms above 

Refrigeration operation costs 

Egg handling equipment, minimum automation but 

Annual 
Costs 

$18,575 

175 

600 

2,264 

371 

201 

350 

adPquate for hand opers:tion 1.012 

Egg handling labor, includes candlers. case handlers, 
carton packers, and laborers. 13,850 

fixed salaried employees, includes manager, clerk 
foreman, janitor, and buyer CJ.~98 

Ctilities (not included in equipment described 
above), supplies and services 

Totals 

400 

$47.096 

C:osts Per 
Ca'ie 

$ .743 

.007 

.024 

.091 

.015 

.008 

.014 

.040 

.554 

.372 

.016 

$188*" 

Percent 

40 

2 

29 

20 

100 

"C:ost assumptions are as follows: The plant is built to operate at l:! cases per hour ;md is 
oper;tting at capacity. It opcralcs 8 hours per da). :.:!60 days per year for a total of 2:J,tl00 cases 
per )'(':tr. Eggs are :1ssumcd til he 75 percent Grade A or hPtter in qualitv. 

· -t()ther co.sts not included in this study are loss-off (egg breakage) and inspection fees. These 
amount to ahout $.20 and 5.075 per case, rc'>pcctivc1y. 

Table V.~Percentage Rates Applied to Initial Costs, Used m 
Determining Ownership Costs 

Depreciation 

Interest 

Taxes. in.ouranc<'. 
maintenance 

Buildings 

2 

2 Yo 

5 

!.and 

0 

2 Yo 

Rf'frig

cration 
Rooms 

5 

Equipment 
----·-

Rcfrig- Egg-
eration 

10 

2 Yc 

H:1ndling 

5, 10, 20 

2 Y2 

4 
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The following paragraphs describe costs studied for lhc '>~X model 
plants. 

Labor Costs 
Labor is defined as workers handling cases, cartons, or eggs within 

an egg handling plant. Truck drivers, loading and unloading personnel 
are not included in this study. Foremen, clerks, and cleanup men arc 
clas.sifiecl as salaried employees, not labor. The laboring force consist:, 
of candlers, case handlers, case packers, empty carton suppliers, and 
case labelers. All labor costs are variable. 

In small model plants jobs arc done by unspccialized workers. For 
example, a case handler doubles as the case packer, case labeler, carton 

Larger model plants were able to have more specilization of labor. A man such as this 
one, who does nothing but dose and label cases, would be found in only the larger 
models. 
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supplier, and so on. In fact he may do any or all of the job~ except 
candle eggs. In larger plants there is more specialization. and a rise in 
output per man generally ensues. In a large operation instead of the 
case handler performing all the above mentioned functions the work 
is divided so one man cOIJYeys cases to and from the cooler. Another 
worker packs cases, another labels cases, another makes up and supplies 
empty cartons. The larger the plant, the more specialization possibilities 
there are. 

Table Vl illustrates labor requirements and costs. In addition to 
wages, other costs charged to labor include Social Security payments of 
three percent of the first $4,800 annual wage, unemployment insurance 
of I ~'2 percent, and workmen's compensation of $2.01 per $100 o[ wages. 

Labor costs arc 66 cents per case at the smallest plant and 39 cents 
per case in the large model plant. 

Table VI.--Lahor Input:; and Costs for Six Model Plants, Egg Quality 75 
Percent A's or Better 

~lode! SitE" 
·------·· ---- --·------

A B c D E F 
\Yorkers lii/hr) ( 12 /hr) (~4/hr\ (36/hr) (48/hr) (96/hr) 
--------- ---------·- --------- -- ----· 

Candlers* 2 4 6 8 10 20 

Case handlers** 1 2 

Case packers** 2 3 

Carton suppliers** 2 

Case labelcr** 

Total 3 5 9 12 15 28 

Yearly wagcst 
at $1.25/hr. $7,800 $13,000 $23.400 $31,200 $39.000 $72,800 

FICA, unemployment 
insurance, and 
Workmen's 
compensation 510 850 1,530 2,040 2,550 4,761 

$8,310 $13,850 $L l ,930 $33,210 $41,550 $77,561 

Cost/case $ .665 $ .554 $ .499 $ .443 $ .416 $ .338 

*The. cand'ers' jobs are quite different in the various si1cd plants. In :-;mall cJ.pacity mo:lels 
candlers stack their cartons, a~;sist in making cartons and in packing. In larger plants cand:crs 
:-.pecialize more and do fewer "nou-candling" jobs. 

~-"'In the two small plants all "materials-handling'' functions arc performed by one man, the case 
hand:cr. As plants get larger more specialization is possible and in model C three 1nen do 
these s~me functions. 

tVacation pay is included in the total. Even though the plant operates 52 weeks per year an 
individual worker works less than this. 
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Fixed Salaried Employees 
Salaries of yearly personnel account for about 20 percent of total 

costs in handling eggs. These are fixed since, in a given capacity plant, 
they are independent of volume of eggs packed. 

The manager, in the smaller volume plants, performs many duties. 
However, he does no actual egg or case handling jobs. As plant capacities 
get larger the manager becomes more a decision-maker and less a sala
ried worker. And also as plant capacities increase, the manager is sup
plied with more help in the form of buyers, sellers, foremen, clerks, and 
accountants. 

Table VII shows the number of salaried workers and minimum 
yearly wage rates. Fractional figures in total employees are possible 
through giving one man several jobs, using part-time help, or using ser
vices of a firm on a contractual basis. In model C, for example, the 
buyer works half-time as the foreman. The clerk-secretary is working 
six hours per day (% time) . The accountant costs the firm .$800; he is 
the equivalent of one-sixth of a full-time man and his services are pro-

The study shows one of the important expenses in egg handling concerns is fixed 
l;!bor. Salaried employees including office workers, manager, foremen and janitors 
have c:;sts amounting to 20 pncent of total costs in egg handling plants. 
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Table VII.-Fixcd Labor Expenses, Six :Model Plants 

F.;-.;.pCllS(' item A II 
(6/hri I 12/hr) 

------

!\Lmager $5,21)() .';6,000 

Buyer-seller :?,860 

As=istant buvcr-selln 

FotTnlan 

Assistant foreman 

Accountant 

Cl, · rk-secreta ry 

A,;sistant clerk 

Ch·anup 

Total Salaricstt $5,200 $8.860 

Social security. 
unemployment 
insurance, and 
workrncn's 
compensation $ 268 $ 438 

Total expense $5,468 $9,298 

Total employees 1 2 

Cost/ case $ .1:17 $ .372 

.,Buyer-seller spends V2 time as foreman. 
1' *Accounting firm pro\' ides part-time scn icc. 
tPart-tinw ,,·orker. 

Mode! Si1c 

c. D E 
('2·1 /hr'J ( :)t) ·'hr1 ( 4H: lin 

--- ·--

s ·- 6.000 $ 6.800 $ 8,000 

2,900"" 5,500 6,500 

2,900* +.200 6.000 

800H 1,1oo~·* 1,100H 

2,020i· 2.700 2,800 

2,800 

$14,620 $20,300 $27,200 

$ 603 $ 948 $ 1,097 

$15,223 $21,248 $28,297 

2 11/12 4 1/5 5 1/5 

$ .304 $ .283 $ .283 

21 

-~ --
v 

(91i/lll' 

$10,000 

7.200 

6,500 

6,500 

5,200 

5,200 

3,800 

2,800 

1 .soot 

$4=:,ooo 

$ 2,059 

$51,059 

8 2/3 

$ .255 

-;·t\'acation pa\· is included in the Lotal. No bonu-.cs arc included C\'Cil though this is recogni7cd 
;1s a fairly nHnmon incentin~ procedure. 

vided by an accounting firm. 

Within one year volume does not affect these fixed costs. Although 
fixed labor expenses increase as plant size increases, these expenses do not 
increase proportionately. 1\Ioclel B has twice the volume capacity of 
model ;\, but has fixed labor expenses only 70 percent higher. 

Buildings and Land 
Building and land costs are fixed. They include depreciation, in

terest, property taxes, insurance, and maintenance. Calculated as cost 
percentages, these rates arc applied on initial costs. Refrigeration rooms 
and equipment are not included with buildings and land. These arc 
treated separately in the following sections. 
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ln planning buildings for the model plants, volume flow determined 
building size. The area, based on plant' now in operation, provides more 
than adequate space for equipment, clr)' storage, cold storage of eggs, 
office, re';troolll'i, and unloading ;m<l loading areas. An ;tllo\\ance in 
building space is included for extra load perio(ls. Planning lor future 
expaw;ion, to save major renovations later, is a wise move if volume in
creases are anticipated. This, however. does not provide minimum 
short-run hnil<ling cost information even though long-run costs may be 
minimized h) making such an all<m·ance. The more-than-adequate 
building sp;tce allowances provided in these mouels are not include<l as 
an expansion provision. Rather they furni-;h temporan space for over
time or seasonal high volume periods. 

Buildings have concrete block walls, concrete floors, steel casing 
windows and doors, and insulated ceilings. A minimum of interior 
finishing is included. \Viring is provided, as is plumbing. Table VIII 
building costs include furniture ancl fixtures. 

1nitial cmb of buildings ranged from $6.00, sq. ft. for the smallest 
plant to $1!.40 for the largest Yolume operation. Costs assig-ned to land 
were $10 per frontage foot. 

l\'ith plants operating at capacity, and using rates shown in Table 

Table VIII.-Building and Lot Sizes and Costs, Six Model Plants 

1\.I ode I Size 
-- -·--~--- ~---- -------

A B c D .E l' 
(6/hr) ( 12/hr) (24/hr) (36/hr) (+8/hr) (96/hr) 

--- -- ------

S;ZC' of building 
nt>eded (feet)** 2,00D 3,7CO 7.'}00 1 1 .WlO 1,1 .fcOJ 26,000 

(40x50i (G0x62) !80x93) (10lh110) ( 128x 11!' ( l+lx185) 

Size of lot, f.ontagc-
feet IO::J 12 t 18:1 220 228 370 

Building C03t per 
sq. ft. $ 6.00 s 5.52 $ 4.92 s . -1.70 $ l()j $ -1.40 

Init'al cost of 
building $12,000 $20,4-24 $36,408 $51,700 $67,598 $111,100 

Initial cost of 
lot $ 4,000 4.960 7,440 8.800 9.120 H,800 

Annual cost of 
land and 
building* $ 1,400 2,26+ 3,943 5,484 7.015 11,830 

Cost/case, land 
and building $ .112 .091 .079 .073 .D7Cl .059 

"J'v1o percent depre.iation, 2Y2 percePt interest, 1 percent tilxcs aJ~d i:1surancc, and I percent 
fixed repairs. No deprpc;:-ttion on land. 

"'"Rounded to nearest (100) feet. 
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Vlll, costs for ownership of buildings and land arc II cents per case 
lor model A and six cents per case for model F. 

Costs of building materials, construction, structural requirements, 
:md land vary from area to area. The costs presented here are based on 
Oklahoma estimates and may not be applicable to other areas. However. 
the 1·elative comparisons will probably hold, even though the absolute 
\·;tlucs may vary. 

Refrigeration Rooms 
Because of their importance and depreciation rates that arc highe1 

than for buildings, refrigeration room costs are estimated separately 
from buildings. Annual costs of these rooms are 1612 percent of initial 
costs. These costs are all assumed to be fixed, although it is reco~nized 
that some maintenance costs should be considered as variable. 

For each model plant, refrigeration rooms were designed large 
enough to hold slightly more than one week's supply of eggs. l\lodel A 
plant, with a weekly capacity of 240 cases, has 250 case storage space. 
An allowance of six inches around each pallet load of eggs provides air 
circulation. In the three small model;,, one room is used for both in
coming and candled eggs. This is done to keep initial and operating costs 
at a minimum, even though two rooms arc more desirable for good flow 
patterns. The three large plants have separate rooms for incoming and 
candled eggs. 

Table IX.-Rcfrigeration Room Sizes and Costs, Six Model Plants 

Case Capacity Size of Initial Annual Cost Per 
\fodel of Rooms Rooms Cost Cost• CaseJ!.-'~-

-·---- ---·-

A 2.10 2,085 $1,850 $ 213 $.017 

B 500 3,552 3,225 37i .015 

c 1,000 6,552 4.900 564 .011 

D 1,500 ).648 2,722 814 .011 
5,740 4,360 

E 2,000 4,618 3::235t 917 .001 
6,910 4,736t 

F 4.000 9,lH1 5,100 1,426 .007 
1 3,7 20 7,300 

""Depreciation at 5 pcnent, interest at 21h percent, insurance, taxes, and repairs at 4 percent of 
initial cost. 

~to vrhese figu:-cs are for rooms only. E(']uipment costs, ownership and operating, arc sho-v.'n in 
Table X. 
tlrwestmcut cost is lov.- relatiYc to the next ::-maHer si1r plant because of usc of a 13 foot instead 
of an 8 foot ceilinl'(. 
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Refrigeration rooms are designed in height to approximate a cube. 
This keeps both initial and operational costs at a minimum. The two 
small plants, A and B, have rooms with seven-foot ceilings. Models C 
and D have eight-foot ceilings. In all four of these plants cases arc 
stacked five high on the pa llet. Pallets are stacked one high. Rooms in 
model E plant have 13-loot ceilings and pallets are stacked two high. 
The lower pallet has cases five high, and the upper pallet has cases four 
high. Model F plant has rooms with 14-foot ceilings and cases are 
stacked 10 high, five high on each of the two pallets. 

All nine refrigeration rooms described in Table JX have two doors 
each, except the largest room in plant F which has four doors. Plant F 
has four doors even though additional doors are wasteful of refrigeration 
and storage space. However, four doors do permit two aisles and easy 

In models in the refrigeration rooms. High-piler 
fork-trucks are needed for the stacking, but refrigeration ownership and operating 
costs are lowered through use of high ceiling rooms. 
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access to the cases of eggs. 'Vithin a plant, rooms are located so they are 
adjacent to the loading and unloading docks. Entering eggs come in one 
door of the cooler, and leave through the other door to go to the candling 
line. Thus a circular flow pattern for cases of eggs is established within 
the plant. 

Specifications of the rooms include four-inch cork insulation in 
walls, ceilings and floor. Portland cement plaster is on the walls and 
Monoplast on the ceilings. Cold storage doors are ·!'6" by 6'6" in si1e. 
Refrigeration room costs per case of eggs range from less than two cenb 
to one-half cent per case. This latter figure pertains to model F plant. 

Refrigeration Equipment 
Refrigeration equipment fills the required cooling need.s detailed in 

the previous paragraphs. Each model has capacity to cool one day's 
supply of eggs. and keep cool slightly more than four day's supply of 
eggs. In the case of model A plant, having a volume flow of six cases 
per hour, the equipment will cool to 40 degrees 50 cases of eggs daily. 
It will maintain 40° temperatures for holding 200 cases. It will do this 

Table X.-Refrigeration Equipment Ownership and Operational Costs, 
Six Model Plants 

l\lodcl 

:\ 

B 

c 
D 

E 

B.T.U. Per 
Hour of 

Operation 

13,807 

22.700 

34,600 

22.430 
24,290 

27.000 
38.255 

58.400 
66.927 

Tnitial 

Cost of 
Equipment 

$ 900 

1,220 

1,395 

1.220 
1,314 

1.3H 
1,31 ·4 

2.000 
2,000 

Per 
Year 

$148 

201 

230 

118 

660 

Per 
Casct 

$.012 

008 

.005 

.006 

.001 

.003 

Oprrating Cost*"' 
-----~---

Per 
Year 

$ 263 

350 

617 

867 

876 

1,314 

Per 
Casct 

$.021 

.01+ 

.012 

.012 

.009 

.007 

~ncpreri;ttion is !0 perct'tJt, maintenance: ~ percent, interest 2~/~ pclTl'llt, illsuranct' and LL\C\ 
arc 2 percent of initial cost. 

~ ""l~lcctrical use costs calculated from h.p. of motors times ycarlv hours of operation times rate 
per kwh (assuming I h.p. per kll!1). Rates li'<Te: S.03/kwh for the A. ll, and C plants, $.02:\ 
pn k\-rh for the n and F plants, and :S.0225 per bvh for the hrgest sile plant. Plants A and 
B are air cooled. Plants C and V are w~1tcr cookd, but water is wasted and is charged at $9J.OO 
and ,'S I :n per vear. Plants E and F arc water cooled, but have water towers. \V;Her tovnTs for 
planb C and 1> would co.,t S~1UO and $400, if usf'd in place of wa~te '''Jter. 

·!Per case lnsts arc calculated by dlvicUng- annual costs by yearly output of cases. Modd A has 
a yearly output of 12,500, model ll 2C>,OOll, model C: 50,000, model D 75,000, model E 100,000, 
and model F 200,000. Both ownership and opcrat ing costs arc high in model D, rebtivc to 
snuller plants, lwcausc of its two reom'>. 
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running 16 hours per day, or two-thirds of the time. The 50 percent ex
cess capacity proYides for defrosting, emergency loads, and for long life. 

T'able X shows refrigeration equipment specifications and costs for 
"x model plants. Combined ownership and operational costs are :l.cl 
cents per case for model A, and one cent per case for model F. 

Egg Handling Equiprnent 
Equipment used for egg handling in the model plants i; sometime) 

described as the "push-pull" system. Basically a hand candling operation, 
it is supplemented by fairh efficient materials handling techniques. 

Using a fork truck, the case handler brings pallets of ungraded eggs 
to a location ncar a cross-feed conveyor. This gravity conveyor, when 

All six model plants have this type candling bench arrangement. Candler pulls in 
ungraded case and pushes out empty case. 
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Each of the six model plants was equipped with a turntable such as this one. It 
facilitates packing cartons into cases. 

loaded with cases of ungraded eggs, moves the cases to the candlers. 
Each candler pulls an ungraded case into the candling area and pushes 
out the empty case. She candles, sizes, and places the eggs into the appro
priate carton. ' '\'hen full, the carton is pushed onto a moving belt. This 
takes the carton to the carton-closer, and then to the turntable. Cartons 
are packed in cases from the turntable. Full cases of graded eggs are 
sealed, labeled, and stacked on pallets. Pallets, when loaded, are taken 
to the cooler and the cases are kept there until they are shipped out. 
Undergrade eggs are packed in cases and are handled in similar fashion 
except they go to egg-breakers. More labor is involved in h andling these 
eggs and the labor standards for the several egg qualities reflect this 
difference. 

Each candler has a cross-feed conveyor to supply full cases of un
graded eggs. Each has a candling bench, a candling light, a pair of scales 
and adequate room to move about. T he same conveyor that supplies 
empty cartons also moves full cartons away. At least one carton-setup 
m achine, one carton-closer, and one turntable are provided for the 
group of candlers. The larger model plants h ave several carton-setup 
machines and closers. 
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Fork trucks in the plants vary from a small mechanical hand model 
to large high lift rider types. Pallets are three feet by four teet. Cases are 
piled six per layer and usually ;w on the pallet. N umber of layers of 
cases varies somewhat, depending on the ceiling height in the coolers. 
Each model plant is provided with enough pallets to handle a week's 
supply of eggs plus a 10 percent allowance for pallets to be used for 
supplies and another 10 percent allowance for out-of-service repairs. It 
is also assumed pallets will be filled , on the average, 75 percent full in 
storage. 

Equ ipment costs are described in Table XI. Fixed costs, except for 
rental items, are based on initial costs. Depreciation is calculated at 20 
percent for pallets, 5 percent for metal conveyors, and 10 percent for 
all other items. Interest is 2\/2 percent on initial cost. Taxes, insurance, 
and fixed maintenance costs total four percent. Operating costs include 

r L- ... 

A :n]{ truck of some kind- isfound in all the model plants. This electric "walkie" is 
similar to the one in model D. It will handle about 75,000 cases of eggs per year. 
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Carton-setup machines similar to this one were provided in each of the model plants. 
This machine may be rented from carton companies and costs $140 per year. 

electricity at .~.03 per kwh. Repair expenses are estimated for individual 
items. 

Egg handling equipment costs, including both ownership and opera
ting costs, range from seven cents per case for the small plant down to 
two cents per case in the largest model. The main reason for higher 
costs in the small plants is that ·with low volumes they are not using 
equipment to capacity. As an example, annual rental fee is $486 for the 
three rental items in plants A, B, and C. Yet volumes of these three 
plants differ considerably. In model A plant, rental expense for these 
three items is four cents per case. Model H plant has rental costs of two 
cents per case. Model C plant has double the volume of model B and 
rental costs are only one cent per case. 

Supply Costs 
Even though supplies are the most important single cost element 

in handling eggs, they are not analyzed in this study. The manager of 
an egg handling plant is faced ·with certain carton prices, and except 
for ordering in larger quantities, there is little he can do to reduce these 
costs. 
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Table XI.-Egg Handling Equipment Ownership and Operating Costs, 
Six Model I•Iants 

lnitia! ])epreciation }\_('l!t 

~!odel ond 
Equipment 

Model A 

1 carton-setup 
1 carton-closer 
1 turntable 
2 cross-feed 

conveyors $ 80 
2 grading benches e:;o 
1-1 pallrts 5G 
1 hand mechanical 

lift fork truck 300 
1Iisccllancous cquip-

mcnt costs 697 
Total per year 
Cost per case 

Model R 
1 carton-setup 
1 carton-closeT 
1 turntable 
4 cross-feed 

1(0 conveyors 
4 grading 

bc __ ches 

27 paJlets 
1,550 

103 
1 hand mechanical 

lift, fork truck 300 
!v1iscellancous 
equipme-nt costs [;32 

Total per year 
Cost per case 

ModdC 
carton-setup 

l carton-closer 
1 turntable 
6 cross-feed 

conveyors 320 
6 grading 

benches 
53 pallets 

2,250 
212 

1 fork truck (non 
eke< ric hydraulic 
lift) 

Miscellaneous 
550 

cquipme __ t costs L021 
Total per year 
Cost per case 

Insurance, 
Taxe:s and Int. 

$ 9.20 
140.25 

14.84 

49 50 

69.66 

$13G 

$769.45 

$13G 

18.+0 

.255 75 
28.62 

4J 50 

83.19 
--- --· ----

$921.46 

$486 

36.80 

371.25 
56.18 

90.75 

102.08 
----" 

~--$1,143.06 

PO\\ er \faintcn 
:ltJCC 

Tn1;1l 
Cosh 

$Li.OO $~I_( ll $ 530.00 

!.Oil 10 20 
6.00 5.00 151.25 

1.10 15.9-f 

:> 00 52.50 

1.90 I. II 75.67 
-----
$835.56 
$ .0h7 

$1'100 $:H OJ $ 530 00 

:l.OO 21.40 

1000 20.t.:O 285.75 
2.10 30 72 

3.00 52.50 

2.30 5.91 9L40 
$1,0iTi7 
$ .010 

$35.00 $31.00 $552.00 

2.00 38.80 

27.00 30.00 428.25 
340 59.58 

6.00 96.75 

6.20 7.20 115 48 
$1,290~86-
$ .026 
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Table XI.-(Continucd) 

-----'0'-"-'-"ncrship Cos.t:" ___ _ Operating Costs 

Initial Depreciation Rent PoH·ct· ~laintcn- Total 
Costs :\fodel and [n~urancc, 

Equipment Taxes and Jnt. 
-- --- --------- -----

Model D 
1 carton-setup 
2 carton-closers 
1 turntable 
8 cross-feed 

conveyors 320 
8 grading 

benches '' 950 
80 pallets -,3':0 
Fork truck (electric 

"walkie" hydraulic 
lift\ 2,200 

Miscellaneous 
equipment cost 1,810 

Total per year 
Cost per case 

ModelE 
2 carton-setups 
2 carton-closers 
1 turntable 
10 cross-feed 
conveyors $·1-00 

10 grading 
benches 3,200 

12 0 pallets 480 
Fork truck (electric 

"walkie'' hi piler, 
hydraulic lift) 4,400 

},fiscellancous 
equipment cost 2,250 

Total per year 
Cost per case 

Model F 
2 carton-sf'tups 
3 carton-closers 
1 turntable 

$800 
20 cross feed 

conveyors 
20 grading 

benches 
214 pallets 

5,700 
856 

1 rider fork truck 
hi piler, hydraulic 
lift) 

1 non-ckctric 
"walkie" fork 
truck (hydraulic 
lift, ncn hi pilcr) 

Miscellaneous 

5,000 

5:10 

equipment costs 3,095 
Total per year 
Cost per case 

$586 $55"00 

36"80 

486.75 3600 
84"80 

:163.00 60.00 

18LOO 15"10 
$1,738~--

$46.00 

528"00 
127.20 

726 00 

225.00 

$870 

$2,522.20 

$92.00 

940 00 
226.84 

825.00 

90.75 

$1.005 

309"48 
---$3,489.07 

$60"00 

45 00 

75.00 

18 00 

$70"00 

60.00 

100 00 

36"00 

ance 

$55JJO 

4 00 

40.00 
5"00 

5lLOO 

14.90 

$60"00 

5.00 

45.00 
7.40 

100 ()() 

$696.00 

40"80 

562.75 
89 80 

473.00 

211.00 
$ 2:07:3:35-
$ .028 

$990"00 

51.00 

618 00 
134 60 

901.0() 

264"74 
$2,959"H 
$ .030 

$70"00 $ Ll\5.00 

moo 102 O'l 

60.00 1.060.00 
10.72 237 56 

100 00 1,025.00 

6.00 96"75 

42.00 ~87 48 
$4,053.79 
$ .020 
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Table XII shows the supply costs of cartons, cases, and filler flats. 
All of these are on a per cao.e of egg:. basis. Together, these three supply 
items total 78 cents per case of eggs for the small plant. They are 76 cents 
per case of eggs for the large model. Supply costs are variable. They 
depend on \olume of eggs handled. 

Miscellaneous Costs 
Miscellaneous costs include telephone, telegraph, heat, water, elec

tricity for lighting, advertising, and office expenses. All these costs are 
considered fixed even though some like telegraph and adverti.-,ing 
should be classified a:, variable. 

Table XIII shows a listing of the miscellaneous expenses for the six 
model plants. Although minor, they amount to two cents per case for 
the small model A plant. They are only one-half cent per case in the 
larger model F plant. 

Table XII.-Carton, Case and Filler Costs, Six Model Plants 

Carton Costs 

Price of 1,000 
cartons* 

Carton cost/case 

Case Costs** 

Price per case 

Cost per case of 
eggst 

Filler Costs 

Price of filler flats 
per casett 

Cost of filler flats 
JWr case of eggs 

A B 

$22.60 $22.30 

$ .753 .743 

$ .39 .39 

$ .024 .024 

$ .33 .33 

$ .007 .007 

:-.roctcl 

c D E F 

$22.10 $22.00 $21.95 $21.80 

.737 .733 .732 .727 

.37 .37 .35 .35 

.022 .022 .021 .0~ 1 

.33 .33 .33 

.007 .007 .007 .007 

Co~t of Carton. Case, 
and Filler Pn Case 
or Eggs $ .781 $ .77+ $ .766 $ .762 $ .760 $ .75.1 

"'One color, chipboard. This pricl' includes delivery in Oklahoma. 
"'''Collapsible. knocked down, 200 lbs. strength. 

t,\c-;suming ca..,cs arl' returned_ and c:1ch case a\cr:1ges 16k: trips. 
ttl-l J'i:!cr fl;;r-; I;ccdcd pn c:tse. 50 return trip~ arc assumed. Price is >2.:L-> per 100. 
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Table XIII.-Miscellaneous Egg Handling Plant Costs, Six Model Plants 

Total per year 

Cost per case 

A 

$300 

$.024 

B 

$400 

.016 

Model 

c: 

$ fiOO 

.012 

D 

$700 

.009 

Analysis of Costs 

E 

$800 

.008 

F 

$1,000 

.005 

Increases and decreases in output of the model plants may be ac
complished in the short run by (1) changing the rate of speed eggs are 
handled, and (2) changing hours of operation-per day, per week, or 
per year. The first part of the following discussion considers only time 
changes-changes in hours worked per year-not changes in rate per 
hour. In other words the time a plant is operated is considered and not 
the rate. This comes under the heading of Yearly Hours and Costs. 
Rate changes are considered later in the section called Labor Efficiency 
and Costs. Both of these changes are short-run changes since the fixed 
factors remain the same. 

The latter part of the analysis deals with long-run changes. Long
run changes are those occurring in time periods longer than one year, 
and fixed assets as well as the variable inputs are allowed to vary. Dis
cussed in this section are scale curves and their implication to the in
dustry. 

In all the analyses presented here, egg quality is assumed to be 75 
percent Grade A. The exception to this is in the section showing effect 
of egg quality on costs. 

Short-run Changes 
Reducing or increasing hours of operation is easier and generally 

more desirable cost-wise than making reduction in the plant output per 
hour. The difference is that when time changes take place, the plant 
still runs at capacity. Here the short-run cost curves do not turn upward 
as yearly volume is changed because variable inputs are not allowed 
to get out of balance relative to the fixed inputs. A different situation 
exists when changes in rate are allowed to take place. Here a change in 
the rate per hour decreases efficiency since the plant moves away from 
capacity levels. This assumes the plant is so set up that it operates more 
efficiently at capacity9 levels of operation. 
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Other factors considered in this section under short-run changes are 
quality of eggs, wage rates, and candling method used. :\ll of these have 
a definite effect on egg handling costs. 

Yearly Hours and Costs 
The model plants are designed to operate 2,080 hours annually; i.e., 

32 forty-hour weeks. In this particular instance assume less volume i.-, 
llesired. Here the production rate per hour is kept constant ancl the 
plant is operated at capacity. The number of days of operation per week 
or per year arc decreased and volume adjustments are taken care of in 
this manner. Such reductions arc assumed possible. Figure I .-;bows costs 
of operating the six plants. The 2,080 hour per year figure shown on the 
horizontal axis indicates one shift, full-time operation. Costs for the six 
model plants are indicated by reading upward from the 2,080 figure. 
They range from $2.11 for model A to $1.50 for model F. 

Costs of operating the plant at I ,560 hours are calculated using the 
same yearly fixed costs, plus the variable costs incurred at this volume. 

!1300 

2. 75 

2.50 

2.25 

2.00 
... 
"' 0 ...., 
;;; 1.75 
a. 

"' 0 1.50 ...., 

~~-----~ 

~~~~~~~~~-==:::: 
-----~=====-= = =~:e~l g 

-- Regular Time -------=----- Model E 
---- Overtime Model F 

1040 1560 2080 2773 4160 5546 6240 

One Shift Second Shift Third Shift 

Yearly Hours Of Plant Operation 

Figure I.-Yearly Hours of Op:Tation Related to Costs per Ca~e, Six Egg Handling 
Plant Models. 
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Table XIV.-Costs Per Ca.>e of Operating Six Model Plants at Capacity,* 
at 1,040, 1,560, 2,080, and 2,773 Hours for One Shift, and 

Operating Two and Three Shifts 

Model Size 

VolunH' .\ B c ll E F 
Oper:1tion ( 1·/hr) ( 12, hr) (~1/hr) (3fi,'IJr) ( 18/hr) (96/hr 1 

One Shift 

1,040 hours $2.91 $2.52 $2.23 $2.1+ $2.05 $1.92 

1,560 hours 2.38 2.08 1.88 1.80 1.73 1.63 

2,080 hours 2.14 1.88 1.71 1.63 1.59 1.50 

2,773 hours 2.09 1.85 1.70 1.6~ 1.56 1.48 

Two Shifts 

( 4,160 hours) 1.88 1.68 1.56 1.+7 1.+3 1.37 

Three Shifts 

(G.240 hours) 1.80 1.61 1.51 !.+~ 1.38 1.32 

'*Cap:tcitv is defined as operating O!IC full crew to get maximum rate per worker per hour. With 
this definition all the cosh except the t\VO lower lines arc capacity costs. 

Similarly, costs of operating the plants I ,040 hours include the full 
annual fixed costs, plus the variable costs at this one-half year level. 
Costs for model A are S2.3:-l per case operating 1,560 hours and $2.91 per 
case at 1,010 hours. 

Table XIV shows costs per case for the three leYels mentioned, and 
also for 2,77 3 hours per year. This latter level, one-third overtime, is 
possible, still using one crew, but paying the crew overtime wages for 
hours over 2,080. The costs at this overtime labor rate are shown in 
Figure 1 by the broken line. Costs per case are slightly lower at 2,77:1 
hours than at the 2,080 hour operation, even though labor is paid time 
and-a-half for overtime. This shows the increase in wage payments is not 
so much as the decreases in fixed costs. In model A costs are $2.14 per 
case at 2,080 hours compared with $2.09 per case at 2,773 hours of opera
tion. 

From 2,773 hours to !),546 hours of annual operation, a second shilr 
is in use. This second shift is employed since it is undesirable for fatigue 
reasons to work one crew more than one-third overtime. Costs per case 
decline through this area, but cost reductions are small after the plant 

ncapacity is defined as operating a plant so as to arh:cYc maximum efficiency \\ ith one full 
shift. It will be shown later than this definition does not provide least-cost solutions for costs may 
be reduced by work in::;- overtime or n1ore shifts. Nor does this dcfinit ion show points of maximum 
profits. It merely sets a standarrl whereby other \O!ume rates per hour maY he compared. 
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is operated ·1, I 60 hours, a full two-shift operation. 

Also shown are costs per case associated with working the plant up 
to 6,240 hours per year, a full three-shift operation. Model A costs arc 
Sl.80 at three full-shifts, $1.88 for two full-shifts, and $2.H for one full
shift. Model F, with much larger capacity, has costs of $1.32, $1.37, and 
.$1.50 for corresponding yearly hours of operation. ~o data are available 
to show costs per case beyond 6,240 hours, even though it would be 
theoretically possible to operate the plant even more hours per year. 

In summing up this section on yearly hours, it is seen that for any 
giYen sized plant costs per case may be reduced by working more hours 
per day, more days per week or per year. This hold true for small in
creases where the same crew can be worked a longer work week (and 
paid time-and-a-half for overtime hours) . Adding a second crew material
ly lowers costs, and working both crews overtime or hiring a third crew 
lowers costs still further. 

Egg Quality and Costs 
Egg quality affects plant labor costs as well as the demand for eggs. 

Table XV shows the effect on labor requirements and costs of two levels 
of egg quality. In model D, eight candlers are needed for grading 36 
cases of eggs per hour with 75 percent Grade A eggs. In this same plant, 

Table XV.-Effect of Egg Quality on Candling Labor Costs, 75 Percent 
and 90-95 Percent Grade A Eggs, 2,080 Hours Per Year Operation, 

·wages $1.25 Per Hour 

:Model Plant-; 

A 1\ c [) E F 
(6/hr) ( 12 hr) (24/hr) (36/hr) (·18 jhr )(96/hr) 

-----"------------··----·-

75 Percent Eggs 

Candlers lHTdcd* 'J 4 () 8 10 ~() 

Candling labor co:,t 
per case** $.42 $.4:2 $.31 $.~8 $.2G $.26 

.'!0-95 Percent Eggs 

Candlers needed* ~ 3 .) () 7 14 

Candling labor cost 
per case** $.42 $.31 $.26 $.21 $.18 $.18 

·-candlers in the various .sized plants do not perform the same functions and arc not entirely 
comparable. In smaller plants figures shO\\ tht' candlers to be inefficient, relative to candlers 
in larger plants. but actualh part of the higher labor input is due to more duties performed 
by the stuall plant candlcts. 
l'ncmployment Insurance. 

*"'This cost is wages only and docs not include co~:s of F.I.C.A., \Yorkmen's Compcnsat:on, and 
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still handling 36 cases per hour, only six candlers are needed if the eggs 
are 90 to 95 percent Grade A. No differences are apparent for labor 
other than candlers. Synthetic data, derived from observations of actual 
plants, are the basis for the figures presented here. 

Costs are correspondingly low in plants with better eggs. Model D 
has candling labor costs of 28 cents per case for the poorer eggs and 21 
cents per case for the eggs of higher quality. Based on these labor cost 
savings egg handlers can alford to pay more for better eggs. This would 
be a premium in addition to a premium based on selling prices of eggs. 

It should be noted here that cost savings resulting from candlers 
being able to increase their rate, are not -,o much a result of egg quality 
as of egg uniformity. It is conceivable that uniformly poor eggs would 
have as low labor costs as uniformly good eggs. The hitch here is that 
eggs that are uniform are also high in quality. 

Labor Efficiency and Costs 
\,Yorkers vary in their productivity and sometimes ·whole crews are 

inefficient. l'able XVI shows labor standards lor handling eggs. These 
figures were derived from real plants in actual operation. The column 
headed "achievable standards" is not to be considered a high goal; 
rather these arc standards 1'11.1ily attained by any well-managed crew. The 
figures are in terms of labor hours per I 00 cases of eggs, and these arc 
easily convertible to cases per hour by dividing the standard figure into 
100. The columns headed "inefficient" and "efficient" contain figures 
derived from egg handling concerns in daily operation. The "efficient" 
column shows what may actually be done, with highly trained workers, 
in a well-organized plant. These figures are not easily obtained and 
efficiency must be highly stre<;sed to achieve them. 

The achievable standard [or candlers is 20 rnan hours of labor per 
100 cases of eggs. This is five cases per man hour. Although too general 
a standard for precise use, it gives some indication of what output to 
expect. The achievable sttndard for ca'>C handlers is 10 cases per man 
hour. but a plant striving for maximum efficiency should aim for effi
cient plant's rate of 16 cases per man hour. This case handler goal of Hi 
cases per man hour has been achieved by actual plants under operating 
conditions. 

For the whole plant, the standard i.-, 30.2 man hours of labor per 
I 00 cases of eggs. This is 3.3 cases per worker per hour. Some Oklahoma 
plants operate continuously at a rate of 4.9 cases per man hour. 
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Table XVI.---Labor Standards in Candling and Case Handling Jobs, 
"Push-Pull" Handling Method 

~ -~- -~- ----- --------

Candlers 
Candling 
Handling cases. flats and fillers 
Handle cartons 
Rt>cord kcFping 
Miscellaneous work 
Personal off-time 
Wait for work 

TOTAL CANDLER LABOR 

Case Handlers 
Handle cases, ungraded 
Handle cases, graded 
Handle cases, em ph~ 
Pack cartons 
Make cartons, carton supplying, 

closing 
Flat transferring (vacuum lift) 
Handle flats and fillers 
Record keeping 
Walk empty 
Misccllant"ous work, make cases, etc. 
Personal delays 
Wait for ·work 

TOTAL CASE HANDLERS 

TOT AI,. BOTH CREWS 

l\Ian Hours of Labor Per lOfl Cases of 
Fggs 

Inefficient 'I- Effilient*"'* Achicv:Jblc·i· 
Plant Plant Stand:::~nh 

Example Example 

25.0 9.9 13.3 
8.6 .7 1.8 
3.3 1.2 2.5 
8.8 .5 .9 
2.7 .1 .3 
1.8 .2 .8 
1.9 .I .4 

48.8 14.2 20.0 

1.3 .4 .8 
1.3 .3 .6 
1.1 .5 .9 
7.8 1.1 2.5 

3.6 .8 1.0 
4.2 2.9 3.3 

.5 .3 .5 
2.5 .2 .4 
2.7 .5 .8 
1.2 .3 1.0 
4.2 .1 .7 
3.0 .1 .7 

24.2 6.3 10.2 

73.0 20.5 30.2 

-t<These arc figures derived from a plant in actual operation. The plant was sekcted for stud} 
and is presented as Jn example here because of its low rate of efficiency. Egg quality was 70 
percent (~radc A, and pl:ln1 Yolumc \Vas low, .G.1 cases per hour. 

"'~·1 hcsc fi~urcs \\-CI'C derived from several highly efficient pl:lnts in acttul operation, with mn't 
of them coming from one plant. Tht'Y show rate~ that m;ty be acllic\cJ if efficiency is highh 
stressed. 

Yrhese :ll'c standarcb and arc synthetic figures in the sense they don't represent any actual 
plant. They are achic,·ablc by most plants as indicated by those plants th<lt ha\'(~ made rccum
tncndcd ch::tngcs. 

Figure 2 compares two leYels of efficiency in the model plants. In 
the one case the labor is fairly efficient, comparable to the achievable 
standards described above. In the second case the workers produce just 
three-fourths as much per hour as in the first group. Model E output is 
+H cases per hour with the efficient crew and 36 cases per hour using the 
inefficient crew. Costs per case are R2 cents for the efficient crew and 
$1.16 for the inefficient crew. (Supplies are not included in this cost 
comparison.) In other words, if a crew is 25 percent less efficient than 
achievable standards, costs are 25 to H cents per case higher than in a 
plant obtaining rates similar to the standards. 
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Figure 2.-Comparison of Costs per Case with Two Levels of Labor Efficiency, Six 
Egg Handling Plant Models. 

ll7 age Rates and Costs 

Throughout this stud)· wages have been assigned at $1.25 per hour. 
Thi-, rate fairly well represents present Oklahoma vvage rates. However, 
with more and more industries being unionized, and with the general 
trend upward in wage levels, it may be that in a few years egg handlers 
\\·ill have to pay higher wages. Therefore, to illustrate the change in 
cost->, .)1.50 per hour is compared with the present ~1.25 per hour. 

\1\Tith the $1.50 wage rate compared to the $1.25 vvagc rate, costs 
are seven cents per case higher in the model F plant, and 13 cents higher 
111 the small model A plant (Figure 3). 

Efficiency of labor, in the larger capacity plants, makes wage rates 
relatively less important. In the smaller plants, with their lower level of 
d!iciency, wage rates are more important as a cost element. Therefore, it 
is likely that the larger plants will be leaders in future wage increases. 
The effect of this may be to put more of an economic squeeze on small 
firms. and thus encourage them to increase their volume and efficiency. 
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Figure 3.-Comparison of Two Wage Rates on Costs per Case, Six Egg Handling Plant 
Models. 

Candling Methods and Costs 
The models presented in this study are designed as hand operations. 

This means eggs are hand-candled and hand-packed. There are other 
ways of doing the candling and packing jobs and this section compares 
costs of an alternative with the system in common use. This comparison 
is made to show if costs might be reduced through use of other systems. 

The method commonly used in Oklahoma, and described for the 
models, is called "push-pull". It is described in detail in the section en
titled "Egg Handling Equipment". The method used here for com
parison purposes is a newer one; eggs are removed from cases and packed 
into cartons by vacuum lifts. One person operates a lift and removes all 
the eggs from the cases for a given team or group. Other team members 
mass-candle, pack cartons in cases, and so on. A team is based on two 
units of the machine. This team includes one lifter, two candlers, one 
case handler, two turntable packers, and one person closing and labeling 
cases. This is a total of seven workers and team volume is 36 cases per 
hour. With four units, using two teams, a plant uses 10 workers and 
output is 72 cases per hour. Each unit costs 523,200, so equipment costs 
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Mechanical lifters such as this one, and vacuum lifters of a similar type, are used in 
mass-candling operations. They quickly and easily move a layer of eggs from the case. 

are high relative to the other system described . 

In mass-candling, revolving eggs pass over candling lights. Candlers 
merely remove other tha n Grade A eggs. Automatically sized, the eggs 
are packed in cartons by vacuum lifters . This semi-automatic machine, 
designed to be used with high quality eggs, would not be suitable for 
use with many eggs now being handled in Oklahoma plants. It is esti
mated that most Oklahoma plants do not have the egg quality found in 
the plants analyzed in this study. The comparison of costs presented in 
the following paragraphs applies only to the two methods compared , 
under the conditions specified . Conclusions reached regarding the two 
methods apply only to the two methods compared, and to no others. 
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One of the cost comparisons explored in this study was hand-candling versus mass
candling. Mass-candling operations such as this one are well adapted to eggs of high, 
uniform quality. In low volume plants, particularly where eggs are not uniform and 
wage rates are relatively low, lowest cost may be achieved with hand-candling. 

Both mass-candling and push-pull methods use carton-setup ma
chines. Both use conventional carton-closers and turntables for carton 
packing. The main difference between the two methods is that in using 
mass-candling methods, machines are used for taking eggs out of cases, 
for sizing, and putting eggs in cartom. \1\'ith eggs of a high quality, it 
is thus possible to eliminate candling of individual eggs. However, it 
should be pointed out that even when fine quality eggs are handled, 
occasional lots of irregular quality call for candling of individual lots. 
Further, strict quality control measures such as breakout tests are neces
sary to back up a mechanical grading and packing operation. 

Figure 4 compares costs of the two methods. llsing $1.25 wage 
rates, hand methods have lower costs up to volumes for which data are 
available. Extension of the data shows the two methods would have equal 
costs at about 120-130 easel> per hour. In plants with larger capacities than 
these, or with higher wage rates, mechanized methods would have lower 
relative costs. (The only costs compared in Figure 4 are labor and equip
ment, since these are the only ones affected in comparing the two 
methods.) 
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Figure 4.-comparison of Two Handling Methods on Costs per Case, Six Egg Handling 
Plant Models. 

Higher wage rates would have the effect of raising both lines shown 
in Figure 4. But since more labor is involved in the hand method, this 
line would be raised relatively more. Then the break-even point would 
occur at a lower volume. A $1.50 wage rate would probably make the 
breakeven point at a volume of about 110 cases per hour, rather than at 
the 120-130 cases per hour indicated for the $1.25 wage rate. 

As indicated previously, quality of eggs affect the cost relations of 
the two methods of egg candling. The poorer the eggs, the greater rela
tive advantage of the hand method. ln fact, with eggs of poor quality 
(or low uniformity), the semi-automatic machine would be virtually 
unusable for its designed capacity. 

A third factor affecting the relative costs of the two handling 
methods is the number of hours the plant operates per year. A plant 
with a high proportion of fixed costs would find average costs consider
ably lowered if more hours were worked per year. This would charac
terize the semi-automatic method. A plant with a relatively low propor
tion of fixed costs would find average costs lowered somewhat, but not 
nearly so much as in the higher fixed cost plant. The hand method 
would be an example of the low fixed cost plant. 

An alternative eliminating the "either-or'' choice is a compromise 
between the hand method and the newer mechanized methods. Most 
mechanized systems can be purchased or leased in units. If one or more 
of these units were used for high quality lots of eggs and the "push-pull" 
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benches kept for poorer quality lots, probably a plant manager could 
utilize many of the advantages of both systems. Some managers using 
mass candling feel it has the additional advantage of a predictable hourly 
output. In summary: 

l. Hand methods are better for poor or variable quality eggs. 
Highly mechanized methods are not suitable for these eggs. 

2. Hand methods are advisable in areas where labor is plentiful and 
wage rates are low. With higher wage rates, machine methods become 
much more competitive cost-wise. 

3. Plants with high volumes can benefit from machine methods. 
At a wage rate of $1.25 per hour, volume needs to be about 125 cases 
per hour for machine methods to be justified. At a wage rate of $1.50, 
volume needs to be only ll 0 cases per hour for machines to be advan
tageous. With high quality eggs, volume can be much lower to justify 
machine operations. 

4. Multiple shifts per day can lower machine and building costs. 
Two shifts per day can cut fixed costs per case approximately in half. 
Three shifts can cut fixed costs per case to about one-third. 

Long-run Changes 

Economics of Scaleo 

The previous discussion focused on the operation of the six model 
plants, where many of the factors of production were fixed. In some 
situations, however, tt will be advantageous to consider all production 
factors as variable, and to determine long-run costs. Similar in every
thing except size, the six plants range in capacity from six to 96 cases 
of eggs per hour. Short-run cost curves of this type are illustrated in 
Figure 5 by the broken lines. Here are seen estimates of what average 
costs would be if the model plants were operated at various levels of 
capacity from 50 to 133 percent. Note the downward slope as capacity 
volume is reached, and then the upward turn as over-capacity volumes 
are encountered. Higher costs at over-capacity levels result from input 
factors getting out of proportion, relative to fixed factors. 

The heavy line in Figure 5 shows the scale curve. This curve, some
times termed the industry or envelope curve, is drawn tangent to the six 
individual plant curves and shows lowest average costs that may be 
achieved at various volumes. Individual plant curves show the changes in 
costs accompanying variations in volume. The long-run envelope, or 
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Figure 5.-Short Run Cost Curves and Scale Curve, Six Egg Handling Plant Models. 

economies of scale curve. shows the cmt changes accompanying change; 
in size of plant when plants are operated efficiently and with little or 
no excess capacity. This curve, like the plant curves, slopes downward 
and to the right. 1 t indicates lower costs in the larger capacity plants. 

One might ask the que,tion, "\\'hy are costs lower in the larger 
plants since the six plants are the same except for size?"" There are several 
answers to this question: An important one is that there is excess capacity 
at various places in the small plants. Some of the machines, notably the 
carton-closer, carton-former, and turntable are w;ed at about one-fourth 
their capacity in the smallest plant. But there are neither smaller nor 
cheaper machines to install in this site plant. Secondly, mauagement is 
used inefficiently in the small plants. Fixed salary costs arc 44 cents per 
case in the model A plant, bnt only 2fi cents per case in the large model 
F plant. 

A third reason for higher costs in the small capacity plants is build
ing and land costs. Small buildings cost more per given area than large 
buildings. Buihling costs were Sfi.OO per square foot for the small plant, 
an<l $4.40 per square foot in the large plant. A fourth reason for lower 

H1Brcssler, Ray, Rf'sc:trch Ikte·miratinn of EconnmiC'i of Sc:de . .JounJri/ of Farm Fconomirs. 
August 19·15. This article gi\es a dear theoretical discus•·>!on of long-ruu cost cunes. 
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costs at the larger capacity volumes is economies in buying supplies. 
Cartons cost the small plants 2.6 cents per case more than the same car
tons cost model F plants. 

Still another reason for economics in the larger plants is the affonl
ing of larger type machinery. Small plants haYc to be satisfied with hand
operated fork trucks. The larger plants can afford, and use to advantage, 
rider, high-lift fork trucks. Not only are these larger fork trucks more effi
cient since they are fa,ter, but they also pile pallets two high. This per
mits con.struction of high ceiling refrigeration rooms, and rooms that 
approximate a cube are more economical both to build and maintain 
than other shaped rooms. 

A final major point concerns use of labor. In small plants labor 
cannot specialize. A case llandler in the six ca.se per hour plant not only 
hauls cases to and from the candling line, he also packs cartons into 
cases, provides candlers with empty cartons, and is the cleanup man. 
Speed and accuracy come about through specialization an(l this is pos
sible through limitation of activities in larger plants. Not only this, but 
in larger plants there is more of an opportunity to use personnel where 
most adapted. If the larger plant is located in a metropolitan area, rather 
than a small town, management may have more opportunity to select 
the persons most suitable or qualified when hiring new labor. Thus 
la bar efficiency is better, and costs per hour of labor lower, in larger 
plants. 

As noted in the previous paragraphs, all cost items do not contribute 
equally to economies resulting from size of plant. Some items like re
frigeration and utility costs stay at about the same rate per case as 
plant capacity increases. It is also possible that other items would 
increase in cost per case as plant size increases, but none of these were 
noted in this study. 

A point that should be mentioned is that larger plants are not neces
sarily lower cost operations if different levels of capacity arc compared. 
If 48 cases of eggs per hour were to be candled, one would not build a 
96-case per hour plant and run it at 50 percent capacity. Average costs 
would be .~1.92 per case. Rather, a plant owner would build a 48-casc 
per hour plant and run it at or near capacity. Average costs would be 
$1.59 per case. These examples can be seen in Table XVII. 

An interesting point to consider is the cost comparison of operating 
a large plant with one crew, or operating a plant with half the capacity 
"'ith two crews. In both instances the yearly output would be the same. 
Taking plants E and F, model E with a capacity of 48 cases per hour, 
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and model F with a capacity of 96 cases per hour, we find costs in model 
E with two crews are $1.43 per case. Model F costs per case are $1.50, 
using one full-time shift. Here the smaller plant with two shifts had 
lower costs. A comparison of model C (24 cases per hour) operating 

Table XVII.-Egg Handling Costs Per Case at Four Levels of Capacity, 
Six Model Plants 

P ]ant Size and Percent of Capacity 

C<>st Group 50 7S 100 133 
-·--- ---·--

Model A (6 cascs/hr capacity) 
Labor $ .767 $ .682 $ .665 $ .750 
Supplies .781 .78+ .784 .784 
Equipment operating .035 .032 .026 .026 
Fixed 1.320 .880 .644 .528 

---- ---- ----- ----~---

Total, cost per case 2.906 2.378 2.139 2.088 

Model B (12 cascs/hr capacity) 
Labor .639 .568 .554 .625 
Supplies .774 .774 .774 .774 
Equipment operating .029 .023 .018 .017 
Fixed 1.078 .719 .539 .431 

---- --- ____ , __ 

Total, cost per case 2.520 2.084 1.885 1.81-7 

Model c (24 cases/hr capacity) 
Labor .575 .511 .499 .563 
Supplies .766 .766 .766 .766 
Equipment operating 027 .025 .015 .Q23 
Fixed .859 .573 .433 .344 

---- ------- ---- -------

Total, cost per case 2.227 1.875 1.713 1.696 

Model D ( 36 cascs/hr capacity) 
Labor .511 .455 .443 .499 
Supplies .762 .762 .762 .762 
Equipment operating .022 .019 .016 .017 
Fixed .850 .567 .405 .341 

-------- ·--- -------

Total, cost per case 2.145 1.803 1.626 1.619 

Model E (48 cascs/hr capacity) 
Labor .479 .426 .416 . 1-69 
Supplies .760 .760 .760 .760 
Equipment operating .022 .018 .013 .014 
Fixed .785 .525 .404 .315 

-----

Total, cost per case 2.046 1.729 1.593 1.558 

Model F (96 cases/hr capacity) 
Labor .448 .398 .388 .436 
Supplies .755 .755 .755 .755 
Equipment operating .017 .013 .010 .010 
Fixed .696 .464 .350 .279 

---- ---
Total, cost per case 1.916 1.630 1.503 1.480 
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two shifts and model E (48 cases per hour) operating one shift shows 
costs to be in favor of the small plant, $1.56 per case. The large plant 
with one shift had costs of $1.59 per case. In comparing A model and 
B model we find costs are the same, $1.88 per case. Apparently at high 
capacity levels it is more desirable to consider multiple shifts. The figures 
quoted above may be checked using Table XIV. 

In returning to the scale curve in Figure 5, the economies of scale 
curve applies only to egg handling plants as specified. These are hand 
operations. Here the greatest slope of the curve occurs at low volumes 
indicating this area to be most important in cost reductions. The curve 
is fairly flat and has less slope after a volume of 48 cases per hour has 
been reached. 

Cost differences between the small six case per hour plant and the 
large 96 case per hour plant are 64 cents per case (Table XVII) . This 
is with both plants operating at capacity. Much of this difference, 55 
cents, has been attained by the 48 case per hour plant. From 48 cases 
per hour capacity on to 96 cases per hour, savings of only nine cents 
per case are possible. In other words, after a plant has attained a size 
of 48 cases per hour, and is efficient at this level, costs cannot be reduced 
materially at greater capacities. This statement would not be true for 
a more mechanized plant, for the curve flattens out at greater volumes 
in these plants. 

The statements mentioned above apply only to inplant cost saving 
possibilities. In looking at the whole plant undoubtedly there would be 
other savings resulting from larger scale. Examples of this would be 
assembly and distribution. 

Implications of the Scale Curve 

Briefly, the economy of scale curve shows levels of costs that may 
be expected through operating plants of various sizes, when operations 
are 01ganized as efficiently as possible under the conditions given. The 
particular curve lor egg handling plants shows costs to be lower at 
larger volumes. As a planning guide this indicates that industry costs 
may be lowered by having fewer egg handling plants. Using Oklahoma 
as an example, the state's production of one million cases of eggs, cited 
in Table I, could be handled by ten firms the size of model E. Cost 
savings would be around $350,000 annually. If these same one million 
cases of eggs were handled by five firms the size of model F, cost savings 
would be about $430,000 per year. These statements do not imply that 
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consolidation of firms should take place. Rather it shows cost savings 
to be important factors determining size of firms in an industry. 

Summarv 
.I 

"!_'he purpose of this study was to determine the relations of size of 
operations in egg handling plants to costs of handling eggs. Only inplant 
handling costs are included. Costs omitted from the study are egg 
breakage (loss-off) and inspection fees. Container costs are included 
since they are somewhat dependent on volume handled. 

Cost relations given here are based on economic-engineering methods 
of analysis. Model plants have been synthesized or constructed on paper. 
Data used in making the models were collected from actual plants in 
operation in Oklahoma and other areas of the country. In these actual 
plants work measurement studies were used to gather detailed labor and 
equipment performance standards. These data, plus cost information 
from other plants, equipment companies, and engineering firms, con
stitute the basis for cost estimates. 

From the analysis presented it is apparent there are two pronounced 
types of economies possible in the operation of egg handling plants: 
(l) those associated with changing the size or scale of the plant, and 
(2) those associated with internal cost factors in a given size of plant. 

Considering scale first, economies are most pronounced as plants get 
larger in the range from six to 48 cases per hour. After plants get to a 
size of 48 cases per hour, economies are still possible, but of less im
portance. By increasing siize from six to 48 cases per hour it is possible 
to lower costs 56 cents per case. From 48 to 96 cases per hour, costs are 
lowered eight cents per case. 

Internal factors found important in affecting egg handling costs 
are: quality of eggs, yearly hours or days of operation, number of shifts 
per day, efficiency of labor, wage rates, and egg handling methods. 
Some of these factors are interrelated. For example it was found that 
egg quality has an important bearing on output per man hour. With 
high quality eggs, it is possible to introduce a new type of candling 
method (mass candling). This allows use of vacuum lifters and other 
labor saving items of equipment. New equipment substitutes capital for 
labor, fixed costs for variable costs. With a higher proportion of fixed 
costs, an egg handler is forced to acknowledge volume as an important 
method of reducing costs per case. Ways of increasing volume are 
more shifts per day, more hours per year, and so on. In addition, in-
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creasing size of plant or capacity rates of operation is considered. Thus, 
a decision to handle higher quality eggs can affect the whole plant and 
many long-run decisions may have to be considered at the same time. 

Specifically, it was found that costs were lowered by: handling 
quality controlled eggs, operating two or more shifts per day, working 
the plant more hours per year even though overtime had to be paid, 
and seeing that workers are efficiently employed. Newer techniques of 
handling and candling eggs were not found especially advantageous at 
low volumes, but at volumes of 120 to 130 cases per hour they showed 
lower costs. As quality of eggs improves, or as wage rates rise, these newer 
handling techniques will be more and more applicable to Oklahoma 
conditions. 
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